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Comments and Responses:  The Museum of Flight - received 12/16/20 

Code for Response Action: 
1. Concur that changes are or may be needed.  
2. Disagree with intent or context of comment, no changes recommended. 
3. FAA decisions required or additional information necessary from King County, FAA, etc. 
4. No action necessary (i.e., an opinion given, or only clarification requested, etc.) 

Comment 
I.D. & # 

Page 
Section or 

Issue 
Para/Line/
Sentence 

Comment as Noted  Response to Comment Action 

#1 1 Potential 

concern land 

use 

compatibility 

between the 

MOF and an 

adjacent future 

air cargo 

facility.  

--- Of most grave concern, however, is the proposal to build 

out a large commercial air cargo terminal adjacent to the 

north and east of The Museum of Flight and to the east of 

Raisbeck Aviation High School, a Highline public school. 

Comments noted. 

 

The MP Update does identify a potential demand scenario for 

the future redevelopment of the existing southwest GA T-

hangar and apron area to accommodate a new air cargo 

facility.  However, the site will be identified on the Airport 

Layout Plan as a Future Aviation Redevelopment Area. The 

future development boundary for this site will maintain the 

existing twelve apron tiedowns located north of the Museum 

of Flight (MOF) and positioned within the existing access 

corridor defined by the current MOF Through-the-Fence 

agreement.  The future development boundary of the 

proposed new Aviation Redevelopment Area will be revised 

as described above on the updated draft Airport Layout Plan. 

 

1 

#2 2 Proposed 

redevelopment 

of the existing 

Southwest 

General 

Aviation Area 

with future Air 

Cargo 

facilities. 

--- Finally, we are concerned about what would be lost in the 

proposed area of development. General aviation is the entry 

point for aviation and key to industry growth. There is no 

current solution for the displacement of more than 75 

parking slots. In addition, the ramp to the north of MOF is 

one of constant activity. This proposal could eliminate our 

ability to provide first flights for young girls at our Women 

Fly event, likely eliminate the ability to accommodate the 

Blue Angels for Seafair, and eliminate visiting aircraft from 

other Museums, Air and Rescue demonstrations, NASA, 

and more. 

Comments noted. 

 

As noted above, the future development boundary for this 

area will maintain the existing twelve apron tiedowns located 

north of the Museum of Flight (MOF) and positioned within 

the existing access corridor defined by the current MOF 

Through-the-Fence agreement.  So, an existing small general 

aviation development area will be maintained directly 

adjacent to the MOF facility, which would allow the MOF to 

maintain its current aviation-related educational programs 

(e.g., first flights) with King County youth. 

 

Please note the decision to redevelop this area of the Airport 

was introduced in the previous Master Plan, with the planned 

removal of the three T-hangars and the acquisition of the 

adjacent Woods Meadow property being reflected on the 

current 2007 Airport Layout Plan.  Airport Staff’s initial 

recommendation to propose the new Southwest Air Cargo 

Area in this MP Update originally included a provision for 

the development of a new North General Aviation Aircraft 
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Storage Area to accommodate the relocation of displaced 

based aircraft.  Schematic layouts for these new GA facilities 

were presented the draft Working Paper Three document and 

meeting notes on this topic are presented on the MP Update 

website, under the tabs: Master Plan Update – Meeting 3 

Summary and Master Plan Update – Meeting 4 Summary.  

FAA’s decision to no longer support the Threshold Crossing 

Height (TCH) waiver on Runway 14R landings for large 

aircraft, which was received late in the MP Update study 

process, required the 300-foot relocation to the north of the 

Runway 14R threshold, and thus eliminated the potential 

development of a new GA aircraft storage area at the north 

end of the Airport.  This information is presented in Draft 

Chapter D Alternatives Development and Evaluation (see 

pgs. D.95 & D.96). 

       

 


